
Hunting hidden MiddleBox

In Fiber, no one can hear your scream



nous@le_carlie:~# nmap –O -v darcosion.local

➢ Darcosion, darcommuniste, dargrosion, « darco » for my
friends

➢ Work at

➢ Do a lot of OSINT in OSINT-FR (the frens)

➢ Love networks ☺

➢ Do know how to do network  ↓

➢ LOVE 
TRACEROUTES

BGP ? aled



The famous traceroute
➢Work with TTL (Time To Live)

➢ TTL decrementing at every « IP hop »

➢When it’s 0, packet dropped and packet ICMP TIME_EXCEEDED returned

➢ For traceroute, we start with TTL at 0, increment and it end like that : 



The network
➢Many actor

➢ ISP, private provider, fiber
company…



But what is a middlebox ?
➢ Technologie of packet manipulation/interception

➢ Could be load balancers, firewalls, NAT, WAN optimizator, TLG/ALG, 
NAT-PT, socks/proxies, WAF, gatekeepers, CDN,  …

➢ Often visible on network 

➢ Famous example of middlebox problem : TLS 1.3 protocol forced to 
change specification because of traffic dropped by middlebox



Seeing classical middlebox
➢ A simple example : Google Load Balancing



Seeing classical middlebox
➢ A big example : the great firewall



Seeing classical middlebox
➢ A weird example : Pakistan Telecom DPI ?



Seeing classical middlebox
➢Detection by « fuzzing » traceroute

Just an example :

Paris Traceroute model Header variation



Seeing classical middlebox
➢ Using ICMP tricks for seeing MPLS

➢Featuring RFC4950 (just traceroute with « -e » !)

➢Enable the view of MPLS material/configuration

➢Usefull on company pentest/red team



Seeing classical middlebox
➢ Comparing IPv4 and IPv6



Seeing classical middlebox
➢ Never forget : the TTL is your best friend



Less classical middlebox
➢ Visible DPI (« Deep Packet Inspection »)

➢ Active Censorship Firewall (Great Firewall, maybe Eagle, …)

➢ Firewall used as censorship equipment (SonicWall, Fortiweb, …)

➢ BGP « optimizator » (used as anti-DDOS and BGP protection)  

➢Many other ! :D



Tips to find less classical middlebox
➢ Fuzzing everywhere ! Hoping to see abnormal trafic management 

➢Fuzzing with IP packet fragmentation

➢Cryptography ! (playing with tls/ssh/kerberos sessions)

➢You can do that easily with « fuzz() » function on scapy ! 

➢ Play with censorship rules
➢ Try domains list as SNI on TLS packet, HTTP packet, DNS query…

➢ Search for abnormal process time
➢maybe your packets aren’t just routed ? (¬‿¬ )

➢ Inconsistency of TCP stream, or on UDP encrypted stream

➢ Try weird protocols
➢ Torrents, darknets, old protocols… Endless possibility !



Why searching middlebox ?
➢ For fun and profit !

➢ Discovering new equipment, understand how network actually work, 
understand policy on network (censorship, « QoS », security policies, 
…)



Why searching middlebox ?
➢ For profit ? 

➢ Hiding on pentest, try to discovery hidden equipement on pentest
session, understand security policy or investigate shadow network 
equipments



Questions ? 
Don’t be shy like middleboxes ☺
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